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Insurance Rates, Regulation. Initiative Statute
Official Title and Summary Prepared by the Attorney General

""'to
" .

INSURA.!\CE RATES, REGULATION. INITIATIVE. Provides minimum 20 percent reduction in certain rates for
good drivers from January 1, 1988, levels. Requires companies insure any good driver in counties where company sells
automobile insurance. Requires ongoing minimum 20 percent good-driver differential. Funds automobile insurance
fraud investigations, prosecutions. Provides consumers comparative automobile insurance prices. Applies laws
prohibiting discrimination, price-fixing, and unfair practices to insurance companies. Requires hearing, Insurar..ce
Commissioner approval for automobile, other property i casualty, health insurance rate changes. Establishes Insurance
Consumer Advocate. Increases enforcement, penalties for fraudulent health insurance sales to seniors. Cancels
conflicting provisions of Propositions 101, 104, and 106 including attorney contingent fee limits and prohibits future
laws setting attorney fees unless approved by voters or Legislature. Authorizes insurance activities by banks. Summary
of Legislative Analyst's estimate of net state and local government fiscal impact: Would increase state administrative
costs by $8 million for Department of Insurance and $2 million for Department of Justice in 1988-89, varying
thereafter with workload, to be paid by additional.fees on the insurance industry. Would increase costs for
Department of Motor Vehicles by $100,000. Would reduce state revenues from the gross premiums tax by about $20
million in first year if no other changes are made in insurance rates. Would increase revenues for Department of
Insurance by over $500,000 annually from fees paid by insurance companies for fraud investigations.
Analysis by the Legislative Analyst

.,
!,
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Background
Various types of insurance are sold in California, including automobile, liability, fire, health and life. In 1987,
insurance companies collected about $50 billion in premiums from the sale of insurance. In tum, they paid about
$1 billion to the state in a tax on these premiums.
Motor vehicle insurance is one of the major types of
insurance purchased in the state. It accounted for about
$12 billion (24 percent) of all premiums collected during
1987. Such insurance may include protection for:
• Liability and property damage (which covers claims
for bodily injury I:lIld property damage to others
when the insured person was at fault);
• Medical (which covers the insured person and others
in the automobile, regardless of fault, for "excess"
medical expenses, meaning those expenses not covered by other insurance);
• Collision (which covers collision damage to the insured's car regardless of the fault of the insured);
• Comprehensive (which covers damage other than
collision, such as fire, theft, glass breakage and vandalism, to the insured~s car); and
• Uninsured and underinsured motorist (which covers
claims for bodily injury and I or property damage
caused by a motorist who is at fault and who has no
insurance or inadequate insurance).
Rate-Setting by Insurance Companies. Currently, insurance companies set rates for various types of insurance, using a number of factors. For motor vehicle
insurance, these factors generally include the age, sex,
marital status, driving record, type of vehicle and home
address of the insured. The insurance companies also take
into- consideration other factors such as their claims
experience, income and expenses. Insurance companies
are not required to tell the public what relative weight
they give to these factors when setting rates. In addition,
insurance companies are not subject to the state's antitrust laws.
Role of the Department of Insurance in Reviewing
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Rates. Currently, the Department of Insurance does not
review and approve insurance rates before they take
effect. Instead, the Department of Insurance can request
insurance companies to justify such rates after they take
effect, as part of the rate examination process or in
response to complaints from consumers. Historically, the
scope and frequency of rate examinations has been
limited.
Current Method of Settling Claims. Currently
~
party who is "at-fault" fu an accident is responsiblE:, ~
paying compensation for both bodily injury and property
damage.
.If a claim for damages is filed and one or more of the
parties involved in an accident is insured, insurance
companies attempt to determine who is at fault. ,These
claims are usually settled by negotiations or by court
action. After it is determined which party is at fault, the
insurance company of that party pays the damages, not to
exceed the limits of the insurance policy.
Attorney Fees. Attorney fees in motor vehicle accident cases are usually based on a percentage of the
amount the client recovers and are referred to as "contingency fees." The fees are fixed by a contract between
the attorney and client. There are no dollar limits on
contingency fees in these cases.
Proposal
In swnmary, this measure:
• Requires insurance companies to reduce motor vehicle insurance rates for "good drivers" and makes
other changes related to motor vehicle insurance.
• Requires the Department of Insurance to review and
approve certain rates and subsequent changes to
those rates for certain types of insurance.
• Affirms the current at-fault system of motor vehicle
liability and thereby may restrict the implementation
of other systems, such as 'nO-fault insurance.
• Provides that attorney fees for all types of cases 8l
~
be negotiated by the attorney and the client, and ",--I
not to be set by law.
Continual on poge 128
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Text of Proposed Law
This initiative measure IS submitted to the people in accordance with
the provisioTlS of ArtIcle II, Secbon 8 of the Constitution.
This initiative measure amends, repeals, and adds SectiOTlS to the
l'."l,lTance Code, adds and repeals sectioTlS of the Financial Code, adds
to the Government Code, Business and Professions Code, and
Code; therefore. existing provisioTlS proposed to be deleted are
pnnted in sa-ille8t1t ~ and new provisioTlS proposed to be added are
printed in italic type to indicate that they are new.

"TIS

PROPOSED LAW

SEcrION 1. Short Title
This act shall be known as the "Insurance Reform and Consumer
Protection Act of 1988."
SEcrION 2. Findings and Declarations
The People of the State of California find and declare as follows:
(a) Californians have the right to fair and reasonably priced insurance and to honest, nondiscriminatory treatment by insurance companies.
(b) Good drivers have been penalized by the unfair practices of
insurance companies that place stereotypes ahead of the individual
driver's record in determining insurance premiums and that leave good
drivers unable to rmrrha.se insurance from the company of their choice.
(c) The cost of automobile insurance for good drivers has risen
sharply. Present rates are at least 20 percent higher than needed for
adequate rates and reasonable profit.
(d) Insurance is essential to the health, safety, and prosperity of
every Californian and to the growth of the state's economy.
(e) The insurance crisis has jeopardized our standard of living,
damaged smail and large businesses, drained precious resources from
civic activities, charitable groups, and public services, and needlessly
exposed all Californians to economic risks and uncertainties.
if) Current law has left California consumers unprotected in their
dealings with powerful insurance companies. The result has been
excessive rates, unfair contracts, and predatory sales practices. Too often
the victims have been the most rmlnerable members of our society.
(g) Insurance rates are presently made by a process that is closed to
tJ. "'{JUblic, lacks accountability, and leaves consumers powerless.
The insurance industry is unjustifiably exempt from antitrust
"
Insurers are free to fir prices, divide markets among themselves,
and engage in a wide rang. of anticompetitive practices that are illegal
in any other business.
(i) The widespread failure of insurance companies to make insurance
available at reasonable prices demonstrates the need to reform and
modernize the system of insurance regulation in California and to open
insurance markets to increased competition.
UJ Because insurance is essential to the people of California, it is
necessary and proper that state government protect its citizens from
unfair insurance rates and practices.
(k) It is appropriate that the cost of providing this protection to
California consumers be borne completely by insurance companies and
not by the general public in tares.
(I) Automobile insurance fraud is a major contributor to automobile
insurance costs. Law enforcement agencies have inadequate resourr:es to
investigate and prosecute suspected fraudulent claims effectively.
SEcrION 3. Purposes of Act
The people enact this act to accomplish the following purposes:
(a) To promote the principle of personal responsibility, to guarantee
that automobile insurance rates primarily reflect the record of the
insured, and to establish the right of good drivers to purchase automobile insurance in the open market at fair prices.
(b) To provide good drivers an immediate 20 percent rollback of
automobile insurance rates.
(c) To guarantee good drivers a 20 percent discount in automobile
insurance.
(d) To open insurance markets to increased competition and thereby
to provide an abundant supply of insurance products and services at
reasonable, stable prices, and to provide consumers with the information necessary to take advantage of the competitive market.
(e) To create an open, public process of ratemaking that will restore
accountability, integrity, and confuience in the state's ability to protect
.. 1i.tizens.
To provide an effective advocate dedicated to the promotion and
p:. .:tion of consumer interests in order to balance the historic
domination of the regulatory process by the insurance industry.
(g) To safeguard the integrity of the regulatory process by prevent-
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ing conflicts of interest and providing an independent, impartial
decision maker.
(h) To guarantee consumers the ril<ht to prompt and fair compensation for legitimate insurance claims and to deter unfair insurance
practices.
(i) To open the books of insurance companies to vigorous public
scrutiny of those aspects of their operations relevant to the public
interest.
UJ To protect seniors from unscrupulous practices in the sale of
health care insurance.
(k) To prevent unfair discrimination in pricing and availability of
insurance.
(l) To provide suffICient resrmrces to law enforcement for the vigorous investigatwn and prosecution of fraudulent automobile insurance
.
claims.
SECTION 4. Fairness in Automobile Insurance
Article 6 is added to Chapter 1 of Part 3 of Division 2 of the Insurance
Code to read as follows:

Article 6
Fairness in Private Passenger
Automobile Insurance
11629.601 Scope. The provisions of this article shall apply to any
automobile liability policy, automobile physical damage policy, and
automobile collision policy, as those terms are defined in Section 66{),
and any combination thereof, delivered or issued for delivery in this
state insuring a single individual or individuals residing in the same
household, as named insured, under which the insured vehicles therein
designated are of the follOwing types only:
(a) A mator vehicle of the private passenger or station wagon type
that is nat used as a public or livery conveyance for passengers nor
rented to others;
(b) A ny other four-wheel motor vehicle with a load capacity of 1,500
pounds or less which is not used in the occupation, profession, or
business of the insured, provided, however, that this artic/tT shall not
apply (i) to any policy issued under an automobile assigned risk plan,
(ii) to any policy insuring more than four automobiles, or (iii) to any
policy covering garage automobile sales agency, repair shop, service
station, or parking place operation hazards; or
(c) A motorcycle.
11629.602 Definitions. As used in this article, the following definitions shall apply:
(1) "Automobile insurance rating plan" means the system of classification by which the rate for a given vehicle is determined.
(2) "Basic automobile insurance" means a palicy providing motor
vehicle liability insurance, as that term is defined in Section 16450 of
the Vehicle Code, automobile physical damage insurance, and automobile collision insurance, or any combinatian thereof. The commissioner
may, by regulation, prescribe provisions of basic automobile insurance
policies to facilitate price-comparison.
(3) "Good driver" means any person who has held a valid operator's
license for at least three years preceding the application for insurance
and who:
(a) Has not had more than one traffIC violation point count in the
preceding three years and not had any accidents in which he or she was
principally at fault in the preceding three years;
(b) Has not been convicted of (1) fraud or attempt to defraud
inoolving an automobile insurance policy. (2) driving under the
influence of alcohol or drugs, (3) violation of Sections 20001, 20002,
20003, 23103, 23104, 23152, or 23153 of the Vehicle Code orfor offenses of
a substantially similar nature committed in California or in anather
jurisdiction, or (4) of theft of a motor vehicle; and
(c) Whose insured vehicle substantially complies with the requirements of Division 12 of the J/ehicle Code (commencing with Section
240(0).

11629.603 Right of Good Drivers to Insurance. (a) Every insurer
shall offer basic automobile insurance on any vehicle for which a good
driver is the principal operator in any county in which the insurer.
accepts applications for automobile insurance.
(b) Every insurer shall file with the department, in such form and
using such media as the commissioner may by regulation prescribe, its
rates for basic automobile insurance. Such rates may vary according to
classifications contained in an approved automobile insurance rating
plan, but the insurer must provide a rate for every good driver in the
county.
Continued on poge 130
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Insurance Rates, Regulation. Initiative Statute
Argument in Favor of Proposition lOO

This is the year for insurance reform.
Confused about which of the five propositions to support?
Don't be confused. PROPOSITIO;V ]()() G[;:4RANTEES
REAL, LONG-TERM REFORM AND RATE REDUCTION
Two initiatives give reductions to dnmk drivers!
Three initiatives were written by the insurance companies!
PROPOSITION ]00 WAS WRI1TEN BY CONSUMERS.
Proposition 100 is supported by MADD, Consumer Federation of America, Insurance Consumer Action Network, ~ational
Insurance Consumer Organization, Congress of California Seniors and Common Cause.
And only one initiative-Proposition l00-will make sure that
good drivers, NOT RECKLESS and DRUNK DRIVERS, get the
reductions they deserve.
ONLY PROPOSmON 100:
• Guarantees "good drivers" an immediate 20% reduction
and future 20% discounts in insurance rates. Premiums will
be based on your driving record. How you drive is more
important than where you live, or on which side of the
street.
• Eli".'inates the unirJue spec:ial-interes~ exemption from the
antt-trust law for tnsurance compantes. They will be governed by the same anti-trust laws that now apply to other
major industries. Competition will increase by permitting
banks to sell insurance.
• Cracks down on unscrupulous practices in the sale and
advertising of senior health care (medigap) insurance.
California seniors will no longer be prey to abusive and
fraudulent sales tactics.
• Mandates insurance companies provide law enforcement
with the funds necessary to investigate and prosecute
fraudulent auto claims. Rather than deal with the problem,
insurance companies are content to pass these costs on to
consumers. Proposition 100 will force them to help in this
crackdown.
• Protects consumers, schools, local governments, small busi-

nesses, child care centers and nonprofit organizatio~s
against unjustified rate increases in auto, health, homeowner, liability and other types of insurance.
• Unlike the other insurance initiatives, Proposition ]00 will
assure that drunk and reckless drivers will not be allowed
to escape responsibility for the tragedies they cause. It
preserves, unchanged, the rights of victims and their families to contract freely with the attorney of their choice to
ensure that they are fully compensated for their injuries. It
also protects a victim's right to full reimbursement for all
necessary treatment by afllicensed doctors.
PROPOSmON 100 is overdue! Look at the facts:
• insurance companies in California have been more profite able than insurance companies throughout the.. entire
nation.
...Over the last two years, California auto insurance rates have
skyrocketed over 4O%! And last year;the insurance industry made a record net profit of over $13. 7 billion nationwide. In 1986, they made over $12.7 billion and fourteen of
the top insurance companies paid absolutely no federal
income tax-not one penny!
• Insurance companies are now free to charge whatever the
market will bear. It's time to change the rules.
Several "insurance reform" initiatives appear on your ballot
but only Proposition 100 GUARANTEES REAL REFORM of the
industry-without giving premium reductions to drunk or
reckless drivers! You have a real choice.
Don't let DRUNK DRIVERS or INSURANCE COMPANIES
OFF TIlE HOOK!
Cut your rates by 2O%-vote YES on Proposition 1001
j
PATRICIA RAMIREZ
~
5t4te Admin;'tnJlor, Mother. AgGilUt Drunk Driving
(MADD)
CARLJONES
_
Director, Cong_ of CAlifonaia Seni01"ll
JOHN VAN DE KAMP
AUorney General of CAlifornia

Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition lOO

I
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DON'T BE FOOLED BY PROP 100. ITS A LAWYER
INmATIVE. PROP l00's REAL PURPOSE IS TO PROTECI'
ATIORNEY INCOME. VOTE NO ON PROP 100.
Trial attorneys are pushing PROP 100 to block any meaningful reform of our failing auto insurance system-a system that
forces hundreds of thousands of minor accidents to be litigated.
UNNECESSARY LEGAL COSTS ARE DRIVING UP THE
COST OF INSURANCEI
.
PROP 100, written and primarily funded by lawyers, is a
special-interest initiative designed to protect the substantial
income trial lawyers make from litigation.
The measure prohibits regulation of attorney contingency
fees at this election-which routinely account for 33% to 40% of
a victim's award-and bars voters from fundamentally reforming our auto insurance system at this election.
.
The number of auto accident-related lawsuits filed in California has increased by a staggering 81 % in the past five years,
according to the Judicial Council of California.
PROP 100 DOES NOT CUT COSTS OUT OF THE SYSTEM,

f

SO ITS PROMISE OF LONG-TERM RATE REDUCTION IS
FALSE!
PROP 100 will raise rates for two-thirds of California
drivers by 22%. According t~ a. study by the ~t~te Department
of I~ance of ~ propo~ .similar to PropoS1~on 1~, r~tes. of
two-thirds of drivers will mcrease by effectively eliminating
rating based on the safety record of your neighborhood and
forces suburban and rural drivers to subsidize motorists in
high-risk areas.
.
Finally, this measure allows the troubled banking industry to
risk your assets by moving into the insurance business. Big banks
are the second largest backer of PROP 100.
DON'T LET THE TRIAL LAWYERS TRICK. YOU. VOTE
NO ON PROP 100.
HENRY J. voss
PraUlftat, CAlifornia FGrm FlllhrGtion
ED DAVIS
5t4te Senator, 19th 1Ji8trict
V~ ChGir, Senate Judiciary Commiu.
BE'ITY SMITH
Fomwr ChGir, CAlifornia lhmocrGtic PGrty

;
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Argument Against Proposition 100
NO ON PROP 100.
DON'T BE FOOLED BY THE LAWYERS' I:\ITIATIVE.
PROP l00's real purpose is to protect trial lawyer income. PROP
100 will not reform California's auto insurance svstem and it
cannot provide long-term rate reductions.
'
PROP 100, the trial-lawyer initiative, would:
• Cancels provisions in other initiatives on this ballot regulating attorneys fees and prohibits any future regulation of
such fees unless approved by the voters or the Legislature.
• Raise insurance premium rates for the majority of California drivers in the long run by effectively forcing insurers to
ignore the driving safety record of your neighborhood, and
forcing you to subsidize drivers that have the highest
insurance losses. A State Department of Insurance study
recently predicted that abolishing such rating factors will
raise rates for two-thirds of the state's drivers by an average
of 22%.
• Bar voters from adopting a No-Fault auto insurance system
at this election that would provide more money to injured
victims more quickly and efficiently than does the current
system-and cut out the need for attorneys in many cases.
• Establish a costly government bureaucracy that does nothing to make insurance more affordable.
• Allow the financially troubled banking industry to endanger your savings by selling insurance.
• Give enormous new authority to a state "insurance czar."
'l'l-,e trial lawyers' initiative does virtually nothing to attack
tl
lderlying costs driving up auto insurance rates. Instead, it
,d create the same type of bloated bureaucracy that has
bt:t!fi disastrous in states like New Jersey.
According to the Legislative Analyst, the regulatory bureaucracy mandated in PROP 100 will inflate the Department of

Insurance's budget by 33% and add many additional bureaucrats to its staff.
California trial lawyers tell you that PROP 100 will give you
rate reductions \\ithout reducing the cost of providing auto
insurance.
DON'T BE FOOLED BY THE TRIAL L-\ WYERS' EMPTY
PROMISES.
PROP J(XJ's rate reduction is illusory and temporary. Without
cost-cutting measures to stabilize rates over the long term. there
can be no true reform of California's auto insurance system. The
trial lawyers' PROP 100 will only add time, expense-and the
need for more lawyers-to the auto insurance system in California.
The onlv wav to bring about long-term stabilization of auto
insurance 'rates is to cut the underlying costs driving up the
price of insurance: the cost of insuring against uninsured
motorists, rampant fraud, and, most importantly, soaring legal

costs in auto accident cases.
PROP 100 DOES NOT REDUCE THE COST OF PROVIDING INSURANCE.
PROP 100 PROMOTES THE PRIVATE AGENDA OF TRIAL
AITORNEYS AT THE EXPENSE OF CALIFORNIA DRIVERS Al\,D TAXPAYERS.
DON'T BE FOOLED.
WE URGE YOU TO VOTE NO ON PROP 100.
HENRY J. VOSS
Prefldent, California Farm Federation
ED DAVIS
State Senator. 19th IJi8trict
Vice Chair, Senate Judiciary Committee
BETI'Y SMITH
Former Chair, California Democratic Parly

Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 100
Proposition 100 gives good drivers a 20% discount. requires
premiums be based on YOUR driving record and repeals the
insurance industry's unfair exemption from antitrust laws.
Written by leaders of the insurance reform struggle in
California-Insurance Consumer Action Network, Attorney
General John Van de Kamp and Assemblyman Lloyd Connelly

-Proposition 100 is supported by the most diverse coalition of
any insurance reform measure on your ballot, including:
CALIFORNIA MOTHERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING
(MADD)

Congress of California Seniors
Common Cause
LEAGUE OF CALIFORNIA CITIES
Consumer Federation of America
National Insurance Consumer Organization
And, for the first time in California history, consumer organizations have been joined by financially equipped allies, like
bankers and lawyers, who provide the resources necessary to
fight the insurance industry's $30 million campaign warchest!
Proposition 100 means genuine insurance reform:
';UARANTEES an immediate 20% reduction to all good
mvers.

• Ensures YOUR auto insurance rates are primarily based on
YOUR driving record.
• Eliminates the insurance industry's special interest exemption from antitrust laws. Insurance companies will be
subject to the same laws that govern every other major
industry.
• Protects seniors from health insurance abuses.
• Holds drunk and reckless drivers accountable for their
actions. That's whv CALIFORNIA MOTHERS AGAINST
DRUNK DRIVING (MADD) SUPPORTS Proposition 100
and OPPOSES Propositions 101 and 104.
To guarantee all the rights, reforms and protections provided
in Proposition 100, it must receive more votes than Propositions
101, 103, 104 and 106.
Vote for real insurance reform.
YES on PROPOSmON 1oo!
STEVEN MILLER
Prmdent, Inauronce Comumer Action Network (leAN)
J. ROBERT HUNTER, JR.
Prmdent, NatiOfJlJi Inauronce Comumer Organimtion
(NICO)
STEPHEN BROBECK
E%ecutive Director, Comumer Federation ofAfIUIf'itxJ (CFAj

J
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with on amount equal to the totol amount of revenues allocated pursuant to
subdivision (0 I of this section in all prior years. as adjusted if requIred by Section
8(b) (2) of Article XVl shall be expended solely for the purposes of instruchonal
improvement and accountobility as required by low.
(e) A ny school district mointaining on elementary or secondory school shall
develop and couse to be prepared on annual audit accounting for such funds and
shall adopt a School Accountability Report Cord for each schooL
SECTION 7. Section 33126 is hereby added to Article 2 of Chapter of 2 of Part
20 of Division 2 of Title 2 of the Education Code to read as follows:
33126. School Accountability Report Cord
In order to promote a model statewide standard of instructional accountability
and conditioru for teaching and learning, the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall by March 1. 1989. develop and present to the Board of Educohon for
adoption a statewide model School Accountability Report Cord.
(0) The model School Accountobility Report Cord shall include, but is not
limited to, osseument of the following school conditions:
(J) Student achieoement in and progress toward meeting reading, writing,
arithmetic and other academic goals.
(2) Progress toward reducing drop-out rotes,
(3) Estimoted expendituru per student, and types of services funded,
(4) Progress toward reducing class SlUS and teaching loads.
(5) Any OSSIgnment of teachen outside their subject areas of competence.
(6) Quality and currency of textbooks and other instructional moterials.
(7) The aoailobility of qualified personnel to provide COUTJSt!iing and other
student support seroices,
(8) Availobility of qualified substitute teachen.
(9) Safety, cleanuness, and adequacy of school facilities,
(10) Adequacy of teacher evaluations and opportunities for professional
improvement
(11) Classroom discipline and ciimote for learning,
(12) Teacher and staff training, and curriculum improvement programs.
(13) Quality of schOOl instruction and leadershif'
(b) In developing the statewide model Schoo Accountability Report, the
Superintendent of Public Instruction shall consult with a Task Forr:e on Instructional Improvement, to be appointed by the Superintendent. composed of
practicing clossroom teacher$. school administrators, parents. school board members, classified employees, and educational research specialists, provided that the
majority of the task force shall consist of procticing classroom teachers.
SECTION 8. Section 35256 is hereby added to Article 8 of Chapter 2 of Part 20
of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Education Code to read as follows:
35256. School Accountability Report Cord
The governing board of each school district mointaining on elementary or
secondJJry school shall by September 30, 1989. or the beginning of the school year
develop and couse to be implemented for each school in the school district a School
Accountability Report Cord.
(0) The School Accountability Report Cord shall include, but is not limited to,
the canditions listed in Educotion Code Section 33126.
(b) Not leu than triennially, the governing board of each school district shall
compare the content of the school district's School Accountability Report Cord to
the model School Accountability Report Cord adopted by the State Board of
Educotion. Vanances among school districts shall be permitted where necessary to
account for local needs.
(c) The Governing Board of each school district shall annually issue a School
Accountability Report Cord for each school in the school district, publicize such
reports, and natify parents or guardians of students that a copy 1L'i1l be provided
upon request.
SECTION 9. Section 41300.1 is hereby added to Article 1 of Chapter 3 of Part
24 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Education Code to read as follows:
41JfX).1 Instructional Improvement and Accountability.
The amount tran.sferred to Section A of the State School Fund pursuant to
Section 8.5 of Article XW of the State Constitution shall to the mozimum extent
feasible be expended or encumbered during the FISCllI year received and solely for
the purpose of instructional improvement and accountability.
(a) For the purpose of this 1t!Ction, "instructional improvement and accountability" shall
expenditures for instructional activities for ICiwoI sites which
directly benefit the instruction of students, and shall be limited to expenditures
for the folloWing:
(1) Lower pupil-teacher ratios until a ratio is attained of not more than 20
students per teacher providing direct instruction in any ciosi, and until a goal is

attained of total teacher loads of less than 100 total students per teacher in all
secondary school classes in academic subjects 01 defined by the Supenntendent of
Public Instruction.
(2) Instructional supplies, instructional equipment instructional moterials
and support Ieroices necessa"'n~rove school conditions.
(3) Direct student seroices
to ensure that each student mokes
'
progress necessary to be promoted to the next appropriate grade level.
(4) Staff development which improves servu:es to students or increases t e
quality and effectiveness of instructional stoff, designed and implemented by
clossroom teachers and other pamcipatin!( school district personnel including the
school principal with the aid of outside penonnel as necessary. Classroom
teachen shall comprise the majority of any group designated to design such stoff
development progroms for instructional personnel.
(5) Compensation of teachers.
(b J Funds transferred to each school district, pursuant to this section shall be
depoSIted in a separate account and shall be mointained and appropriated
separately from funds from all other sources. Funds appropriated pursuant to this
section shall supplement other resources of each school district and shall not
supplont any other funds.
SECTION 10. Section l402D.1 is hereby added to Article 1 Chapter 1 ofPart 9
of Division 1 of Title 1 of the Education Code to read as follows:
14()2(}.1. Instructional Improvement and Accountability.
The amount tran.sferred to Section B of the State School Fund pursuant to
Section 8.5 of Article XVI of the State Constitution shall to the morimum extent
feasible be expended or encumbered during the year received solely for the
purposes of instructional improvement and accountability.
(a) For the purposes of this section, "instructional improvement and accountability" shall mean expeiJditures for instructional activities for college sites which
directl!! benefit the instruction of students and shall be limited to expenditures for
the following:
(J) Programs which require individual assessment and counseling of students
for the purpose of designing a curriculum for each student and establishing a
period of time within which to achieve the gools of that curriculum and the
support seroices needed to achieve these goals, provided that any such program
shallfim have been approved by the Board of Gooemors of Community Colleges.
(2) Instructional supplies, instructional equipment. and instructional moterials and support seroices necessary to improve compus conditions.
(3) Faculty development which improves instruction and increases the quality
and effectiveness of instructional stoff, as mutua"y determined by faculty and
the community college district governing board.
'
(4) Compensation of faculty.
(b) Funds transferred to each community college district pursuant to this
section shall be deposited in a seporate account and sholl be mointained and
appropriated separately from funds from all other sources. Funds apr
'.
pursuant to this section shan supplement other resources of each CL
,
college district and shall not supplont funds appropriated from any other sou ~ :
SECTION 11. Section 14022 is added to the Education Code to read as follows:
14022. (0) For the purposes of Section 8 and Section 8.5 of Article XVI of the
Colifornia Constitution, 'enrollment'shall_n:
(1) In community college districts, full-time equivalent students receiving
seroices,and
(2) In school districts, overage daily attendonce when students are. counted as
overage daily attendance and average daily attendance equivalents for seroices
not counted in average daily attendance.
(b) Determination of enrollment shall be based upon actual data from prior
years and for the next succeeding year such enroilments shall be estimoted
enrollments adjusted for actual data as actual data becomes availoble.
SECTION 12. Section 41302.5 is added to the Education Code to read as
follows:
41J02.5. For the purposes of Section 8 and Section 8.5 of Article XVI of the
Colifornia Constitution, 'school districts' shall include county boards of eiiucotion, county superintendents ofschools and direct elementary and secondary level
instructionalleroices providei1 by the State of Colifo!'nia.
SEcrION 13. No provision of this Act moy be changed except to further its
purposes by a bill passed by a vate oftwo-thirds of the membership of50th houses
of the Legisloture and signed by the Governor.
.
SEcrION 14. Severability
If any provision of this Act, or the application of any provision of this Act to
any penon or circumstance, shall be held invalid, tire remoinder of tnis Act, to the
extent that it con be given effect, shall not be affected thereby, arid to this end the
provisions of this Act are severable.

Proposition 100: Analysis

good drivers on January 2, 1989. The. reductions ~ould:
• Lower rates 20 percent below those charged on
January 1, 1988;
• Apply to private passenger vehicles, trucks with a
load capacity of 1,500 pounds or less, and motorcycles; and
• Apply to the liability, medical payment and Crll '<;i.
portions of the insurance rates.
This measure generally defines a good driver as a
person who during the last three years (1) held a valid
driver's license, (2) had no more than one moving
violation, and (3) had no accident in which he or she was
G88
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• Creates an Office of Insurance Consumer Advocate
in the State Department of Justice, and
• Establishes a Senior Bureau of Investigations in the
Department of Insurance to assist senior citizens
with health-care insurance,
Good Driver and Other Motor Vehicle Insurance Provisions
1. Rate Reductio~ This measure requires insurance
companies to reduce motor vehicle insurance rates for
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principally at fault. Additionally, the person can never
have been convicted of various crimes including driving
under the influence of alcohol or drugs, automobile
irmce fraud, or theft of a motor vehicle.
:~ measure allows the Insurance Commissioner to
ei"empt a company from this rate reduction under certain
conditions and after a public hearing.
2. Territorial Rating. The measure prohibits insurance companies from setting automobile insurance rates
based on where the insured person lives (referred to as
"territorial rating"), unless there is clear and convincing
evidence that such a method is a valid indicator of claims
experience.
3. Consumer Assistance. The measure requires the
Department of Insurance to establish a statewide system
to provide individuals with information comparing the
prices of automobile insurance. As part of this system, the
Department of Motor Vehicles would notify individuals
that information on automobile insurance prices is available from the Department of Insurance.
4. Investi~ations of Fraud. Currently, the Department of Insurance investigates various types of insurance
fraud. This measure requires insurance companies to pay
an annual fee to finance increased investigations of
automobile insurance fraud.
At-Fault Liability System
This measure declares that " ... persons who wrongfully
cause damages to others in the ownership or operation of
a IT'''tor vehicle should be held legally respoOSlble for the
f~"tent of the injuries they cause." This could be
L, '
reted to affirm the current system of at-fault motor
v'e cle liability, thereby restricting other systems such as
"no-fault" insurance.

---------.

Other Provisions
1. Attorney Fees. The measure provides that, except
for existing statutory limits on attorney fees, fees for all
types of cases shall not be set by law, but are to be
negotiated without restriction by the attorney and client.
2. Claims Settlement Practices. The measure requires
an insurance company to act in good faith toward, and to
deal fairly with, its policyholders and third persons,
3. Conflict-of-Interest Employment. The measure
prohibits the Insurance Commissioner and the Insurance
Consumer Advocate from being employed by an insurance company, insurance trade association, or any broker
or agent licensed by the Department of Insurance for a
period of 12 months after leaving their respective positions.
4. State Antitrust Laws. The measure makes insurance companies subject to the state's antitrust laws.
5. Sale of Insurance by Banks. The measure also
expands the authority of commercial banks to sell all
types of insurance. Generally, under current insurance
law, banks can only sell insurance which pays off a loan in
the event of the disability or death of a borrower.
6. Discounts or Rebates. The measure permits insurance agents and brokers to give certain discounts or
rebates to those who buy insurance from them. It does so
by eliminating the prohibition in current law against such
discounts or rebates.

Fiscal Effect
Costs
Departments of Insurance and Justice. This measure
appropriates $10 million from the Insurance Fund to pay
for the administrative costs of its provisions in 1988-89. Of
the amount appropriated, $8 million is for the Department of Insurance and $2 million is for the Department of
Justice.
The Insurance Fund is supported by fees and
Review and Approval of Insurance Rate Filings
assessments on the insurance industry. Given the current .
This measure requires insurance companies to provide balance in this fund, fees and assessments would have to
the Department of Insurance with information on how be increased to cover these additional administrative
they determine their insurance rates by January 2, 1989. costs.
Additionally, this information must be provided whenIn the years following, the ongoing costs could be
ever rates are changed. This requirement applies to such somewhat lower or higher, depending on workload.
insurance as motor vehicle (including rates for good
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV). The Departdrivers), fire, liability and disability. The principal excep- ment of Motor Vehicles would incur annual costs of about
tions are life and workers' compensation insurance.
$100,000 to include notices regarding the availability of
In general, the measure requires the Department of information on automobile insurance prices in its annual
Insurance to hold a hearing and review and approve rate renewal mailings.
changes whenever the proposed rate increase exceeds
Revenues
specified percentages. The department may exempt cerInsurance
companies pay a tax based on the amount of
tain types of insurance-except private passenger autogross
premiums
they receive each year from insurance
mobile insurance-from the department's rate review
sold in California. These tax revenues are deposited in the
and approval process.
State General Fund.
Office of the Insurance Consumer Advocate
This measure requires insurance companies to grant a
good
driver discount. It also requires the Department of
This measure establishes this office in the State Department of Justice to partiCipate in insurance-related pro- Insurance to review certain proposed insurance rate
ceedings. The Attorney General-who is the head of the changes. Information from the DMV indicates that over
Department of Justice-would appoint the Insurance half of the drivers in California could quality for the good
driver discount. Such discounts, by themselves, would
COP""mer Advocate.
reduce state insurance tax revenues by about $20 million
' ....ors Bureau of Investigations
in the first year they are granted. This estimate assumes
.'~ measure establishes this bureau in the Depart- that no offsetting adjustments would be made in other
ment of Insurance to assist senior citizens with health- insurance rates to compensate for this discount. Whether
care insurance policies. It also regulates various business such adjustments would occur is unknown.
The ongoing revenue impact of this measure also is
practices relating to seniors' health-care insurance.
129
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unknown, It would depend upon what happens to insurance rates in the future.
Department of Insurance. The Department of Insurance would receive unknown revenues. possibly over
Proposition 100: Text of Proposed Law
Continued from palZe 87
11629.6/).J Rollback of rates. raj Effectll;e january 2. 198f1. el'ery Insurer shall
adjust Its rates for Ilood drn-eTs for bodily imury. propertu dama2e lIabiit/y.
medical paument. and collIsion covera2e such that those rates are at least 20
percent less' than the amount cnarged for the comparable roks as of january 1.
1988
I bi Anlf Insurer may petition the Insurance CommiSSIOner for partial or
complete eremption from the prOVISIOns of subdiVISIOn (ai oj thIs sectIOn on a
showln2. by ciear and convincing evidence. that its overali rates jor pnvate
passen2er automobile insurance would be inadequate pursuant to the provisions
of SectIOn 1852 of the Insurance Code.
such petitIOn shall be 2ranted ercept
after a public hearin2 complYln2 with the provISIons of SectIOns 1852.4. 1852.5.
1852.6. 1852.9, and 1852 of the Insurance Code.
11629.60.j Automobile insurance rating plans. ra) Every Insurer shall file
with the department its automobile insurance ratinll plan and every amendment
thereto. The commissioner shall disapprove any automobile Insurance ratin{! pion
inconsistent with this article.
(b) The commissioner shall not permit the use of anu automobile insurance
ratin2 pian that discnmlnates on the basis of race. la·nflua2e. color. religion.
ancestry. or national onflln.
t c) The commissioner shall not permit the use of any automobile Insurance
ratinf! plan that discrimInates on the basis of geographic temtones not justified,
by ciear-and-convincinlI eVIdence, to be valid a predictor of losses.
fd) Every automobile Insurance rating pion sha/~ to the marimum ertent
practicable. prOVIde that rates for any vehicle for which the pnneipal operator has
held an operators license for at least three years. sha" depend on drivinlI record
Ie) Evero automobile insurance rating plan sha" provide at least a 20 percent
d,scount for every good driL'f!r. when compared to a driver having similar
characteristics but not qualifying for the good driver rate.
11629.606 Ri2ht to heanng on cioims of discrimination. laj Every person
lL'ho claims to nave been the victim of unfair discrimination in automobile
insurance rates may petition the commissioner for a hearinlI on that claim. If the
petition establishes a pTlma facia case of unfair discrimination. the commiSSIOner
sha" conduct a hearin{<. to u'hich Sections 1852.5. 1852.6, and 1852.9 sha" apply.
The insurer has the burden of proof in the hearing.
(b) The Commissioner shall as a part of the filinf! reqUIrements adopted
pursuant to Section 1852.1, require the filing of a schedule for private passenger
automobile insurance, shoUl/n2:
( I) Current and historic pure-premium losses and loss adjustment expenses, on
both a paid and an incurred basis. by territory and zip code; and
(2) The ratio of those losses and erpenses to statewide losses and erpenses of the
insurer. and the territorial rating factor for each temtory.
lI629.607 Consumer assistance in shoppinf! for automobile insurance. (a) The commissioner shall contract to establish a computerized system to
store and retrieve price-comparison data on basic automobile insurance. The
system sha" be avaiioble no later than July 1, 1989.
(bj Upan determination of feasibility by the commissioner. which may be
before or after July 1, 1989. the commissioner shall contract for the provision of
computer terminals in publiciy available locations throughout the state. whicn
wi" provide price-companson data to consumers on a walk-in basis for a
reasonable fee.
(c) Every vehicle registration renewal notice sha" contain a notice of the
availability of price-comparison data and a form which the recipient may return
to the Department of Insurance requesting comparative price quotations for basic
automobile insurance on hIS or her vehicle. The form shall require sufficient
information from the vehicle owner to establish the appropriate rate for the
vehicle from the information filed by each insurer pursuant to subdivision (b) of
Section 11629.603.
(d) Within fifteen days of receipt ofa request for comparatil)(! price quotations,
the Department of Insurance shall mail to the requestor a listing of relevant
price-comparison data. containing information on no less than the sir lowest-cost
insurers (or fewer where less than sir offer coverage for the requestor j including
but not limited to:
( 1) The name of each insurer;
(2) The rate charged for basic automobile insurance by that insurer:
(3) The address and telephone number where the requestor may apply for
coverage.
The commissioner may include information on service quality and consumer
satisfaction.
(e) The application for price comparison data shall be kept confidential. Upan
completion of the request, the application shall be destroyed.
if) The commissioner shall establish a fee schedule for (1) requests for price
comparison data. which shall not exceed three dollars per vehicle. and (2) filings
made pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 11629.603.
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SECI10l'\ 5. Reform of the Assigned-Risk Plan
Section 11624.2 is added to Article 4 of Chapter I of Part 3 of Division 2 of the
Insurance Code, to read as follows:
11624.2 Any person may submit an application for COveTOSle by the plan
directly to the Department of Insurance or the Department of Motor Vehicles,
which shall immediately forward the application to the organization operating
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S500.000 annually, from fees paid by insurance companies
on automobile policies. These revenues would be used to
fund increased insurance fraud investigations.
tne pian. The commlssiOtler shall require that rates char2ed to such.
_
shall not mclude allY char{!e /orcommlssion In recognition of the facr mat nD
a{!ent is involved in the transactIOn.

SECfIO\ 6. Investigation and Prosecution of Automobile-Insurance Fraud
Section 12998 is added to Article 5 of Chapter 2 of Division 3 of the Insurance
Code to read:
12998. Each insurer shall pay an annual fee. to be determined by the
commissioner but not to erceed 10 cents for elJch automobile liability pohrti
automobile phYSIcal dama{!e policy. automobile collision policy. as those terms are
defined ill Section 660. and allY combination thereof delivered or issued jnr
delivery in this state. for the purpose of fundlTl2 increased investillation and
prosecutIOn of fraudu{ent automobile insurance claims. All moneys received by
the commissioner pursuant to this sectIOn sho" be transmitted to the State
Treasury to the credit of the Automobile Insurance Fraud InvestiSlation and
Prosecution Account of the Insurance CommISSIOners Reguiatory Trust Fund.
which account is hereby created. All moneus in such account are herebu
contmuously appropnated to the department ana are to be used erclusively by tne
Bureau of Fraudulent Claims and authorized Slovernmental a2enCles for the
investiSlation and prosecution of fraudulent automobile insurance claims.
The commissioner shall by rellulation adoPt standards for the fair ana
equitable dlStnbutlOn of grants to authorized 20vernmental agenCIes, as deftnea
in Section lJ(X)3. to further the purposes of this section.
SECfIO:\ i. Public Hearings

Chapter 3 of Division 3 of the Insurance Code IS added to read as follows:
CHAPTER 3
PuBLIC HEARINGS

13600. Notwithstandin2 any other provision of law. whenever the Commls,
sioner is required to hold a hearing. the heaTIng shall be conducted in accordance
with the follOWing:
(a) Reasonable notice shall be given of the pUrpose and nature of the heann2
and of the oppartunity for public participation.
(bj Any person desiring to do so shall be prol.;ided a reasonable opportunity to
present his or her views.
(c) An administrative record shall be compiied. containing all evidence upon
which the decision is based. all admissible er:idence offered by any party. all
documents required by law to be iled with ret!ard to the subject of the t - ] "'
and all comments made by any person. Ercept as provided by Section 1[
record shall be open to eraminatlOn by any person.
13601. Any hearing for the purpose of rn'iellling or adopting a rate, rating
plan. rating system. underwnting rules, policy foTlns, or clossification system
shall be conducted as follows:
(al Any insurer wfiose rates. rating plan. rating system, or underwriting rules
are to be reL'IeWtId in the proceedinSl and the Insurance Consumer Advocate shall
be deemed a party to the proceedinj(. A ny person may petition to intervene in the
proceeding. The petition shall be granted except where the commissioner determines that the position of the petitioner is already fully represented by another
party and that intervention bp the petitioner would be unduly burdensome. Upon
the granting of the petition the petitioner shall be deemed a party to the
proceeding.
(bl Any person wishing to comment on matter1 relevant to the hearing and not
desiring to invoke the pravisions of subdivision (c) of this section shall be
permitted to make such comments, orally or in ICTiting. upon such terms as the
commissioner may prescribe for the orderly conduct of business, and need not file
a petition to intervene or bticome a party.
(c) A ny party shall have the right to engage in discovery, to C4/~ examine. and
cross-examine witnesses, to introduce exhibits, and to compel testimony and
production of records by subpoena in accordance with the provisions of Section
11510. subdivisions (b) and (c), of the GovemmentCodeand Sections 1985. 1985.1.
and 1985.2 of the Code of Civil Procedure, subject to the reasonable control of the
commissioner. Oral evidence shall be only on oath or affirmation.
fi.

SECI10N 8. Fair Insurance Rates
Section 1850 of the Insurance Code is repealed.
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Section 185.1 of the Insurance Code is amended to read as follows:
~
1851. Scope. The provisions of this chapter shall apply to all insurance·
or on operations in this MIMe State. except:
(a) Reinsurance, other than joint reinsurance to the extent stated in Article 5.
(b) Life insurance.
(c) Insurance of vessels or craft, their cargoes. marine builders' risks, marine
protection and indemnity, or other risks commonly insured under marine, as
distinguished from inland marine, insurance policies. Inland marine insurance
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.hall be deemed to include insurance now or hereafter defined bv statute. or by
interpretation thereof. or If not so defmed or interpreted, by ruling of the
e 3fftttlis91811er CommissIOner or as established bv general custom of the business, as
;niand marine insurance.
. Title insurance.
~

~ iftSHfttnee.

. . Workers; compensation insurance and insurance of any liability of employe{s:Tor injuries to, or death of. employees arising out of, and in the course of.
employment when this insurance IS incidental to. and written in connection with,
the workers' compensation insurance issued to the same employer and ~
COL'ers the same employer interests.
~ (f) ~fortgage insurance.
4tt I g) Insurance transacted by county mutual fire insurers or county mutual
fire reinsurers.
hi Cooperative corporations whose members consist solely of physicUJns and
'U rf!eOns. except os set forth In A rticle I of Chapter 3 (commencing LL1th Section
,::30.5) of this part.
.\rticle 2 of Chapter 9 of Part 2 of Division 1 of the Insurance Code is repealed
lnci added to read as follows:
~g,
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Article 2
.\fakinf! and Use of Rates
1852. Stantiards in makinil and usinil rates. (oj No insurer sfuJll cfuJrge a
rate that is ercesswe. inadequate. or unfairly discriminatoTl/.
(b) A rate IS neither excesSIve nor inadequate if it giL'es the reosonably efficient
Insurer the ovportunity to earn a net after-tax return on equity comparable to
other businesses presenting a Slmrlor deilree of risk.
1852.1. Ftlinfls. laj On or before January 2, 1989. er;ery insurer or roting
orilanization snail file with the commissioner the manual or plan of roteS.
dossificatlons. ratinll schedule. poliClj fee. rating role. and other SImilar information needed to aetBrmme the rate level then in effect for a line. subline, or class
of insurance.
(b) Thereafter. filings shall be made whenever rates are changed. os follows:
I I) Filinf!s tnai chaiif!e rates but are certified by the insurer n'ot to exceed the
applicable prwr approval band. os defined in Section 1852.2. sfuJll be filed not
iater than the erfective date of the change and may be used immediate{y, subject
to the authomil' of the commlsswner to 'order otherwISe.
(2) Filinf!S iNit chanf!e rates beuond the applicable prior approval band sfuJil
be filed no later than ninety daus before the proposed effective date and shall not
be used withour the pnor approlXJi of the commissioner.
Ic) Every l,iiTlll shall be accompanied by SUfficient supporting data to
establish that me rates are not excessive. inadequate. or unfairly discriminatory.
The SUpportlnfl aata shall include. but not be limited to. the followinf(:
(/) Suppomng actuanai data in sufficient detail to justify any rate level
changes ana s:owticali" demonstrate the differences or correctIOns. or both.
reievant to rannll plan definitIOns and rate dIfferences.
,2) An exhlfllt comparinil the proposed rates to the previous rates stated in
percentaf!es. This exhibit shall show the date the precedinf! rates were submitted
to the commISSIOner.
.
(3) A statement of all undem'Tltinl< roles imposed by the Insurer.
I d) The commISsioner shalL adopt reiluiations specifyinf! how multivle classes
of commerczai Insurance shalL be aggrel<ated into rate filings, Ailgregatzon shail
provide sufficient information jar rhe commISsioner to make the find,ngs required
in this chapter.
(e) For purooses of this article. a filing shall be deemed to hal:/! been made
when received oy the commISsioner. If the commISSioner determines that a filing
IS Inadequateiu documented the tl/inf( shall not be deemed to have been made
until the commISSioner reCe1/:es such suppiemental matenals as he or she may
,,,der.
1852.2 Prior avproval banas. (01 The applicable bands in anu 12-month
~~~~~

.

SeL'en ana one-half percent (or personal lines.
Fifteen vereent tilT anu commerczal line. sub-iine. or class.
I bi For purooses (;( caicuiarlnf! rate changes. I/O adjustment to the prior
iJvprovai banas mau be made ti" any claimed subSIdy oj anI! srate-mandated
program SUCh as the asslf!ned-nSK viano However. in determlnlnf! LL'nether a tiling
m~ets. the rl'Zuwwry criteria. the commISSioner mall conSIder sucn claims of
\'uosu1u.
c) For puroo l'es o{determlnlTIf! LL'nether a rate change is WIthin the applicable
IJnor appTOt'Ol oond the et{eet of the rate chanf!e on the Insurer s stateWIde or
:<!mtonal u-nrten vremlulns snat7 determine the percentaf!e rate chanf!e.
iJ52.3 DecIswn lL'hether to !/liid a heannf! on the jihnl!.
II!
I J)
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I a) The commISSIoner shail publish a weeklll list of all {iiings. u:hich shall
laentifll the filmg Insurer. the Imes. sublines. or classes affected the percentage
change in rates. whether the illsurer has certified that the fi/mll IS u:ithin the
applicable prior approval band and other pertinent information. The list shall be
vrovided hi! TTIIJiI to any person who has. in the precedmg twelve months,
requested in u:ntmg receipt of the publication and paid any retJSOnable fee
established by the commISSIoner.
(b) Uvon recetpt of a filing, the commissioner shall create a public record
contaimng all infonnatlOn contained in the filinll..
(c I Within twenty-!ive days from the date of publication of the weeki'! list
reauired in subdivision (a) of this section containmg notIce of the filing. any
verson TTIIJy petitIOn the commissioner to hold a hearing on thefiiing. The
vetitions received shall become part of the public record of the filing. Failure to
file a petition shail not preclude any person from varticipating manu heanng if
'one is ordered. The vetition shall be granted if it meets an!! of the foiiowing:
(1) l{ the filing IS outside the applicable prior approval band and the vetition
raises Tum-frivolous ciaims that the rates would be excestive. motiet1uate. or
unfoirlll discrimInatory.
(2) If thefi/mglS within the applicable prior approval band and the petition
contains competent evidence that the rates would be excessive. I~uate. or
unfairlll discrimInatory.
(d) The commissioner shalL notwithstanding the absence of a petition. hold a
hearing on any filmg outside the applicable pnor approval 'band w aetennine
whether the rates set forth in the filing are exceSSIve. inadequate, or unfairly
discriminatory. if any of the following criteria are met:
(1) It appears that insureds covered by the filing u:ill be among the ten percent
of the TTIIJrket paymg the highest premiums.
.
(2) The filing covers two percent or more of a morket. For purposes of thIS
calculation. filings of affilioted companies are deemed to have the tnarket share
of the entire group of affilioted companies.
(e) The commu.noner moy hold a hearing at anll other time, before or after the
filing becomes effective. when it appears to him or her that the rates specified in
'the filing are eri:esnve. inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory.
(JJ Within ninety tioys of a filing outside the applicable p.nor approval band,
the commissioner shall issue a aecision either approving or dlSa1J1)1'OOlng a filmg
or orderinl( a heannl( on the filing. A decision to approve or dlSOpprove a ,filing
outside the applicable prior approval band shall be in writing and shaJi contain
the findings reqUIred by section 1&52.4. A decision to hoJJ a heanng, and a
decision denying a petition for a hearing, shall be in writing and shaJi state the
reasons therefor.
1&52.4 Dilcision. (a) The commissioner shall issue a written decision. based
on the evidence of record, approving or disapproving, in whole or In part, any
filing outside the applicable prior approval band and any filing on which a
hearing is held, No portion of a filing shall be approved unless Its rates are neither
excessive, inadequate, nor unfairly discriminatory.
(b) In determining whether rates are excessive. inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory. the commissioner shall moke findIngs on each of the follOWIng:
(1) The estimoted premium volume, acquisition lXJS/S, administrative expenses,
losses, loss-otijustment expenses, investment returns (including Iong-tenn capital
I(ains), and taxes.
- (2) Historical losses per exposure and the basis for any deviotion of the
estimoted future losses from past experience.
(3) The extent of competition in the line, subline, or class of insurance in each
affected territory. the ability of consumers to shop competing insurm effectively.
aOO the extent to which competition in the line, subline, or class of insurance can
be expected to TTIIJintain fair rates.
(4) The relative efficiency of the insurer when compared to other insurers,
including the insurer's use of lXJSt-rontral programs.
(5) The quality of service. based on all evidence before the commissioner
including but not limited to complaints to the department.
(6) The extent to which the rating system provides adequate incentives for
insureds to minimize risks.
(7) The extent to which the insurer assists its insureds in risk reduction.
(8) The fairness of any underwriting policy of the insurer piact!d in issue by
any party.
(9) The need for. and expected availability of, reinsurance.
(c) For filings outride the applicable prior approval bantU, the burden of
establishing that rates are nat ercestive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory
shall rest with the filing insurer. For filings within the applicable prior approval
bantU, the burden of establishing thilt rates are ercestive, inadequate, or unfairly
discriminatory shall rest with the party challenging the rates.
(d) The commissioner's decision moy.order such adjustment in rates as moy be
necessary to prevent the rates from being excestive, inadequate, or unfairly
discriminatory and moy require refund of any premiums collected pursuant to an
ercestive or unfairly discriminatory rate.
(e) Except as extended for good cause, the decision shall issue within 00 doys of
the order ta hold a hearing.
1&52.5 judiciol review. (a) Notwithstanding the prwisioru of section 1&58.6,
judiciol review of a commissioner's decision pursuant to this article, or of a
decision not to /Wid a heoring pursuant to this article,moy be had by petition for
a writ of mondote pursuant ta Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil Procedurr!,
(b) A decision of the commissioner to hoWa heoring is nat a final administrative decision and sholl nat be subject to judiciol review.
1&52.6 Intervenor funding. Any natural person, or any nonprofit organiZIJ~
tion other thon a nonprofit organiZlJtion whose principal purpose is to serve the
interests offor-profit businesst!4, mop, if the!! have participated in any proceeding
conducted· pursuant to this article, app[y for reimbursement of reosonable
advocate's fees, erpert wihIDs fees, and other reosonable expenses of such
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partIcipation. AppiIC(JtlOns shail be made to the commissioner for mmbursement
of the expenses of administrative proceedings and to the court for mmbursement
of the expenses of judicial review. Awards shail be TTIIJde after conciusion of the
proceedinll and shall be based on the reasonable cost of the seroices and the partll S
cont,:,but,?" to. the d~on. Awa~ds shail be made onlll where the fina_
tJuraen OJ pnvate enforcement TTIIJKeS the award appropnate. If the pers(' -.,
TTIIJde a substantiol contribution to the proceeding. reimbursement sn.
ordered. Reimbursement shail be paid by the insurer. If the commisSIoner fHlds
that any person has abused the processes established by this act for personal I(am
or advantall,e. the commissioner TTIIJy bar such person from appearinll in any
'{JToceedinl( conducted pursuant to this article for a term not to exceed three years
1852.7 -Exemvtwns. (a) This article shail not apply to any policy for which
the annual premIum exceeds 3500,(XJo.
(b) The commlISIOner moy adopt rel(u/otions exempting specified ciasses from
the requirements of this article. NO exemption shall be granted unLess the
commisSIoner finds:
(1) The class has exhibited relative price stability in recent years.
(2) There IS sufficient competition in the market, and consumers have demonstrated widespread ability to shop freely among competitors, to support a finding
that competition would prevent the mointenance of ercestive rates.
(J) The tnarket does not have a history of excessive or inatiet1uate pnces.
(4) The exemption will not contribute to problems of unavailability. unafforliability. or reduced coverage.
(c) No exemption shall be granted for private-passenger auwmobile insurance.
Id) Exemptions shoil expire no more than three years after their adoption.
They moy be renewed by adoption of an appropriate regulation.
1&52.8 Rating p/ons. (a) An insurer sholl adhere to a filing unless changed
hi! a subsequent filing.
(b) The commissioner shall by regulation adopt standords (or rating:lans
(including experience rating plans, schedule rahng p/ons, maiVldual 1'fS premIum modification plans, and expense reduction plans) designed to modify rates
in the development of premiums for individual risks. Such standords shall Permit
recognition of expected differences in loss or experience characteristics. and shall
be designed so such plans are retJSOnable and equitable in their application. are
not unfairly discriminatory, violative of public policy, or otherwise contrary to the
public interest. Such standards shalf not prevent the development of new or
mnovative ratinl( methods which otherwise comply with this article. Such rating
plans shail be fiied in accordance with the regulations adopted by the commissioner. The rt!Ilulation shaJl establish mo:rimum debits and credits that TTIIJy result
from application of a rating plan, sholl encourage loss contro~ safety programs.
and other methtxfs of risk monagement, and shaJl requIre Insurers to mamtam
documentation of the basis for the debits or credits applied under any plan. Once
it has been filed and appioved, use of the rating p/on shaJl be mondotonr- --<{
such pion s"hall be applied unifonnly for eligible risks in a monner that'
unfairly discriminatory.
1&52.9 Trade secrets. Any person seeking confidential treatment of infOTTTllJtion submitted pursuant to this article shaJl so designate that information and
shail state the grounds upon which confuientiality is sought. InjOTTTllJtion shaJl
not be treated as confidential unless the claimont proves thot its disclosure is
likely to cause significant competitive injury and that such horm outweighs the
value ofdisclosure to the public. The person seeking confuientiality shaJl hove the
burden of tnaking such a showing. A party, other than another insurr!T, sholl have
access to the confidentiol information under appropriate protective order. The
commissioner shOJI adopt regulations providing guidelines for identifying confidentiol infOTTTllJtion.
1&52.91 Transitional provisions. For purposes of computing the applicable
prior approval band, na rate in effect prior to january Z 1989, shaJl be considered.
The commissioner, upon the motion of any person or on his or her own motion,
tna!! review any rate change made between january 1, 1988, and january Z 1989...
to determine whether the rate meets the requirements of Section 1&52. A showing
that an insurer has increased rates between january 1, 1988, and January 2, 1989,
more than the increose in the Californio consumer price inde:r shall be primo facia
evidence thot the rate charged on january Z 1989, u ercestive.
1853. Rating and advisory filings. (a) A licn/$ed rating or advisory organiZlJtion moy file historic lOS8 COlI dota, which any member insurer moy incorporate
in the supporting documentotion of its rate filing. The rating or advisory
organiZlltion moy not specify a fully deve/opet{ advisory rate, mov not provide
trending or specify prospective loss costs, and tnay not provide historic or
prospective e:rpenses, profit, or contingencies.
(b) The commissioner moy. after a public heoring. e:rempt from the requirements of this articJe for a periixJ not beyond December 31, 1990. any insurer
having nationwide gross premiums of less thon five million dollars
(S5'(XX},fXX].fXl), if the commissioner finds thot there does not e:rist an available
source of actuarial services sufficient to enable IUCh insurers to meet the
requiremengofthuarticle. Thise:remption moy 1M ertended to Decernher31, 1991,
upan a finding bu the commissioner, after a public hedring, thot such capacity
remoins unatxJilabie.
SECI10N 9. Consumer Advocacy
Article 9 is added to Chapter 6 of Part 2 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the
Government Code to read as follows:
Article 9

( )
\
12620. 1'herr! is hereby created in the /Jeparl1ne1Jt of justice the Office of the
Insurance Consumer Advocate.
12621. The Attorney General iholl appoint the Insurance Consumer Advocate,
who sholl rr!1JOrI directly to the Attorney Genera~ who sholl serve at the p/easurr!
of th4 Attorney General

Office of the Insurance Consumer Advocate
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12622. The Office of Insurance Consumer Advocate shall emplOtJ personnel
,'ufficient to perform its duties.
12623. The insurance Consumer Advocate mal! Intervene as a matter of right
(n
judicial or admmistrative proceeding in which matters relating to
(II.
ce are involved.
"-'4. The Insurance Commissioner shall fulll! cooperate with the Insurance
c~mer Advocate in any proceeding in which he or she appears before the
commIssioner and any proceeding to which they are both parties. The cooperation
shall include providilJg complete access to all records in the possession of the
Department of Insurance.
12625. The provisions of this article are not exclusive. and the remedies
provided in this article shall be m addition to any other remedies provided in any
other law or available under the common law.
12626. Every rate filing and every petition filed pursuant to Article 2
,commencing with Section 1852) of Chapter 9 of Part 2 of Division 1 of the
Insurance Code shall be simulwneously servea on the fnsurance Consumer
Advocate.
12627. Sections 1/042 and 11043 of the Government Code shall not apply to the
Department of Insurance !L'ith respect to any proceeding to which the Insurance
Consumer Advocote is a partl}.
SECTIO:'li 10. Public Disclosure of Insurer Operations
Section 926 is added to Article 10 of Chapter 1 of Part 2 of Dhision 1 of the
Insurance Code. to read as follows:

926. At least annually, every insurer shall file with the department the
jollowing injormation:
la) Every form of policy. endorsement. and rider.
I b) The follOWing informatIOn for each line and subline of insurance. and for
,oDch class designated by the commissioner. for each of the pnor fice years:
11) Premiums wntten and earned.
(2) Losses incurred. paid. and unpaid. including losses incurred but not
-eported separately stated.
'
13) Reserves. and indicotion !L'hether the resen'es are discounted to present
calue.
,4) Expenses incurred and vaid.
15) Investment income. in.ciuding realized and unrealized capita/flains.
16) The number and type of policies issued. renewed. canceiled. and not
renewed. and the number of neW policies.
Ii) California and nationwide rote level information providing the followmll:
(A) The number of exposures.
(B) The number oj claims.
Commissions. general expenses, taxes. licenses and fees. and acquisition
eXt

s.

comparisons of the follou,'ing:
"
Loss ratios for allents cancelled and for all agents for the most recent flear.
-"'. Loss ratios for insureds cancelled or not renewed and for ail insureds for
the most recent year of the experience penod used for ratemal<inll.
! C) The average deductible for the most recent year of the expenence penod
used for ratemoking !L'ith the average deductible for the most recent sample year
owifable.
(9) Schedule of commissions.
(10) Any changes implemented to reduced or cantain expenses.
(11) Expenditures for
(A) Trade associatzon memberships.
(B) Lobbying.
(C) Political contributions.

I

Subdivision (d) ( 1) of Section 6254 of the Government Code is amended to read:
(1) Applications filed WIth any state agency responsible for the regulation or
supervision of the issuance of securities or of financial institutions. including. but
not limited to. banks. savings and loan associations, industrial loan companies, and
credit unions; att6 HltIttPlftee eS!ftpMlies .
SECTION 11. Fair CompetItion
Sections 750. 750.1. 751. 752. 754. 755, 755.7, 761. and 1643 of the Insurance Code
are repealed.
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Section 16704 of the Business and Professions Code is added to read as follows:
-te+

16704. .Votwithswndin'l any other provision of law. this chapter applies to the
business of insurance. IVothinll in this act shall prohibit insurers or licensed ratinll
or advisory organizations {rom enllaglnll in joint activity to pool historic loss data.
.Vothing in this act shall prohibit insurers from engaging in any joint actIVIty
permISsible under Chapter Y (commencing WIth Section 100(0) of Part 2 of
Division 2 of the Insurance Code. Article 4 (commencing with Section Jl620) of
Chapter 1 of Part J of Division 2 of the Insurance Code. or any other joint
underwritinll asSOCIation or orl{anization established by law.
Section 780 is adcied to Chapter 6 of Division 1 of the Financial Code. to read as
follows:

;"80. .Vo bank licensed as an insurance allent or broker. or which owns or
controls an insurance a([encu or broker. nor any director. officer. allent. emplol}ee
or affiliate of anI} such bank shall require. as a condition precedent to f,nanclnll
the purchase Of reat or personal property or to lendmg mOnBIJ upon the security
!~r reai or personai proper/lJ. or as a condition prerequISIte for the renewal of anu
l'Uch loan orror the verformance of'any other act in connection theretlJlth, that the
personjor whOm the purchase is to be financed or to whom the moneu is to be
loaned or tor whom the ertensJOn. renewal or other act is to be Ilranted or
performed nellotlOte anfl ITlsurance or renewal thereof throu([h a-particular
11Isurance allent or broker. The provISIons of Section i71 of the Insurance Code
,·hall also be avpiicab/e to this section.
Section i81 is aaded to Chapter tJ of Division 1 of the FinanCial Code. to read:
~91.

'I/!

The totai 11It'estmtmt bu a bank which has obtained a certificate of
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authontu to transact anll ciass of msurance busmess m thIS state pursuant to Part
2 (commencmr< with SectIOn 680) or the insurance Code. into Its insurance
uMerwntmr< activitIes may not exceed lU percent of the capital stock anti surplus
of the oank.
(/) I A bank mall make a loan or extend credit to. or purchase or mvest In
secuntles of, or Issue a r<uarantee. acceptance or letter of credit. Inciudmr< all
enaorsement or standbll letter of credIt. on behalf of, an Insurer which IS an
af/iliate of the bank only if (1) the ar<r<rer<ate amount of ail such transactIOns
between the bank and that insurer wlil not exceed 10 percent of the capital stock
and surplus of the bank. and (2) the transaction is on terms and conditions that
are consistent with safe anti sound bankmr< practIces. Eacn such loan. exteTlSlon of
credIt. Iluarantee. acceptance or letter of credit must be secured at the tIme of the
traTWCtion by collateral having a market value eqlJlJI to at /east 100 percent OJ the
amount of the loan. extension of credit. Il:uarantee. acceptance or letter of credit.
I cI As used in thIS section, "affiliate" has the meanmll: set forth in SeCtion 15()
of the Corporations Code. and "insurer" has the meaninr< set forth in Section 23 of
the insurance Code.
Section 772 of the Financial Code is repealed and reenacted. to read as follows:
~ ffi ~j!lho'itIlMIItI8iJU: +lie 1"8, I!ftel'l!l et Seefleft ~ 11M ~ ~ ~
• eMlltiefl! tIfI6 flIie!t Il! +lie !1I1'el'iflteflseflt ffIa,' I'.e!el'iee. Ill!ftfllt _ HweM itt
+lie etIj!!ttIlt Meeit, !lelielltiefl!. eP MI!eP !IeeIIt'ttie!J et _ eP _
eePf!e.a881'1!1.
+8+ ~ stteh eept38f8fi8ft ~ aef it! 8ft HlmIPartee eefftJ38:fl ... imtlPftftee ~ eP
~ 9reIter, +iii! I'.ellieitiefl ~ fief ge 6eeHtee ~ e!H!!I!8e MI!eP ~
.e3t1'iefiefl! wtMt ~ ~ +lie ~ et ~ e8Pf!e.llti8f13.
772. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1335. and subject to such
ref{ulations and rules as the superintendent may prescribe, a bank may invest in
the capital stock. obligations, or other securities of one or more corporations.
SECTION 12. Truth and Fairness in Policy Forms
Section 381.5 is added to the Insurance Code to read as follows:
381.5 The commissioner may examme policy forms used by insurers and may
prahibit the use of any form he or she finds to be deceptive. misleading, or
contrary to the pubiic interest.
SECTION 13. Fair Insurance Claims and Underwriting Practices
Section 790.031 is added to Article 6.5 of Chapter 1 of Part 2 of Division 1 of the
Insurance Code to read as follows:
. 7FXJJJ3J Any person enf{af{ed in the business of insurance in the State of
California IS required to act in good faith toward, and to deal fairly with. current
anti prospective policyholders and other persons intended to be pratected by an!!
poilClj of insurance. A policyholder or a third-porf!l may bring an actIOn Of!alnst
an Insurer or licensee for violation of the provisions of this article, including but
not limited to subdivision (h) of Section 790.03.
In accordance with the Unruh Civil Rill:hts Act. Civil Code section 51. an insurer
shall not arbitrarily discriminate Of!ainst individlJlJls in the setting of insurance
rates or in the denial of insurance covera.ge.
The purpose of this article is to relfulate unfair insurance practices, including
unfalT claims practices, by providing state-court remedies, including compensatory and exemplary damages, to policyholders and claimants who are victims of
unfair insurance practices. It is specificolly intended that these remedies 6e
CQnstrued to regulate the business of insurance regardless of whether the policy
was purchased individlJlJlly or as a member of a group, and Tell!ardless of whether
or not the policy was purchased or provided b!! or through an employer, and
t~by to provide that state-law remedies are available notwithstanding the
provisions of the Employee Retirement and Income Security A~ 29 U.S. c: section
J(XJl et seq.
Any award of punitive damages against an insurer shall not be passed on to
policyholders directly or indirectly.
SECTION 14. Prohibition of Conflicts of Interest
Section 12907 is added to Chapter 1 of Division 3 of Part 6 of the Insurance Code
to read as follows:
12907. It is unlawful for any person who has served as Insurance Commissioner or as Insurance Consumer Adrxx:ote to accept any employment with, to
accept any compensation from, to undertake representation of, or to hold a
material financial interest in any insurance CQmpany, insurance tTade association,
or liamlee of the Deportment of Insurance for a period of twelve months after
leaving office.
SECTION 15. Responsibility for Automobile Accidents
Section 3333.6 is added to the Civil Code to read:
3333.6 It is the will of the People that persons who WT01lI(fully couse damages
to others in the ownership or operation of a motor vehicle should be held legally
responsible for the full extent of the injuries they couse. It is the intent of tile
People that the provisions of this act be canstrued to be in CQnflict with the
provisions of any other initiative statute passed at the same election dealing with
CQmpensatlon for motor vehicle accidents. Accordingly, it is the will of the People
that any other provision of any other measure passed at the same election as this
act and dealing with compensation for motor vehicle accidents, shall be of no
force or effect unless the other measure receives a higher number of affirmative
vates.
SECTION 16. Seniors Health-Care Insurance Protection
Article 6 is added to Chapter 1 of Part 2 of Division 2 of the Insurance Code, to
read as follows:
10198. There is in the Deportment of Insurance a Seniors Bureau of Invedigatian. The bureau sJuJll be organized and operated erclunvely for the purpose of
administering and enforcing the provisions of this article and other provisions Of
law relating to seniors hetzlth-care insurance policies. The bureau sJuJll take ali
actions necessary to fully and faithfully implement the provisions of this article,
including but not limited to the folloWing:
(a) Receiving complaints from seniors.
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I hi Investlll:atmr< insurers. brokers. ar<ents. and others enIl:aged in the business
of Insurance.
. (c! VJll:orously PUrSUlnr< enforcement and disciplinary actIOns ar<ainst insurers.
brokers. ar<ents. ana otners engar<ed in the bUSIness of insurance.
(dl Informing and eaucatinr< seniors about their lef{al ~hts as CQnsum:.f
semors health-care Insurance policies.
(e) Auditmr< Insurers. brokers, af{ents. and others engOf!ed in the busi
msurance for compliance with ~al requIrements.
(f) EvallJlJtinr< policy forms and premium levels.
(gj Recommendinr< iel(islation and regulations to reduce the incidence of
unfa/T and decephve practices ar<ainst seniors with regard to health insurance.
The commisSIOner shail include within his or her annlJlJl revort to the Governor
a summary of the actIons and accomplishments under thIS article.
1019EJ.Ol For purposes of this article. "seniOT$ health-caTf! insurance policies"
includes the follOwing types of policies sold to seniors elillible for Medicore by
reason of ar<e:
(a) Ii policy to supplement Medicare.
(bl A dread-disease policy.
(e) A hospital indemnity policy.
(d) A major-medical or surgical policy.
I eI Skilled nursing home policies and long-term custodial or home health-care
policy.
(f) Other. similar policies.
10198.02 All policyholders and prospective policyholders of seniors healthcare insurance policies are entitled to all of the following:
.
(a) The right to truthful and honest advertising.
(b) The right to a faIT return on their money.
(c) The ri{lht to fair sales practices.
(d) The right to a readable policy.
(e) The right to shop effectively in a CQmpetitive market for insurance.
(f) The right to prompt and fair claims procedures and settlement practices.
(r<) The right to prompt redress of camplaints.
(h) The right to swift and meaningful enforcement of the law.
10198.03 An insurer, broker, agent, and other person enIl:aged in the business
of insurance shall not knowingly recommend for sale, or
an insurance policy
to supplement Medicare insurance directly to a Medi-Cal bene[1cia7/' Upon sale of
any insurance policy to supplement Medicare. the policyhoidir sha I sign and date
a statement verifying that they are not eligible for, nor do they receive, Medi-Cal
benefits. Verification shall be required on the insurance policy enrollment or
applicatIOn form.
10198.04 With regard to the pravisions of this article, all insurers. brokers,
agents. and others engaged in the business of insurance OILY! a policyholder or
prospechve policyholder of a seniors hetzltfi-care insurance policy a . uf
honesty, good-faith. and fair dealing. This duty is in addition to any ot
whether express or implied, that may exist.
10198.05 (a) No insurer, agent, broker. or other person engaged in the business
of insurance or any other person or entity shail develop or use a list of names.
addresses, or phone numbers compiled in a manner that has the copacity or
tendency to deceive or mislead the policyholder or potential policyholder for the
purpose of seiling or otherwise transferring seniors hetzlth-aJ~ insurance policies.
(b) No insurer, agent, broker, or other person engaged in the business of
insurance or any other person or entity shall represent themselr;es as a government
agency, nonprofit or charitable institution, or seniors organization, or representative thereof, to any policyholder or prospective policyholder of a seniors
health-care insurance policy in a manner that may have the capacity or tendency
to deceive or mislead the policyholder or prospective policyholder.
10198.06 No insurer, agent, broker, or other person engaged in the business of
insurance shail cause a policyholder to replace a seniors health-care insurance
policy unnecessarily. It shail be presumed tJuJt any third, or greater, policy sold to
a policyholder in any twelve-month period is unnecessary ICithin the meaning of
this section.
10198.07 No insurer ,JuJil payor offer to poy, and no agent or broker sJuJ/l
accept, compensation for the sale of any seniors hetzlth-caTf! insurance policy
which varies by more than ten percent of the annual premium between the initial
compensation paid or received for the first year the policy is in force and any
renewal compensation paid or receiviJ in any subsequnrt year. This section
applies even if renewal compensation is not offered or paid.
10198.08 (a) AnnlJlJlly insurers ,JuJil su/iriJit to the cornmislioner their loss
ratio for each policy form of seniors hetzlth-carr: insurance. btuttd on e.rperience of
ail policies issued or in force in this state during the preceding calendar year. Tile
submissions of each insurer sJuJl/ be public documents. The commislioner sJuJil
pravide the Legislaturr and the Governor with a summary of lOid submissions.
(b) After /anlJlJry 1, 19!XJ. no seniors hetzlth-aJrr insurance policy shall be sold
in this state unless the policy:r outline of coverage, as described in Section 10195,
prominently and conspicuously displa", tJuJt policy's loss ratio for the insurer, as
reported to the commi#ioner.
(c) Seniors hetzlth-carr insurance policies sJuJII JuJve a minimum loss ratio of65
percent for indioidual policies and 75 percent for group policies.
(d) It shall be an unfair insurance practice to report incurrrd losses tJuJt orr nat
supported by a good-jaith belief that losses in the reported amount will be paid
~
within a _ b l l time nat to ezceed five years.
10198.09 (a) As rm=ribed in this section, the commillioMr sJuJII ha
authority to assess administrative penalties against insuren. agenll, brok
others engaged in the business of insurance or any other person or entity jar
violations of this article.
(b) Whenever the commissioner _ b l y believes tJuJt any insurer, agent,
broker, or other person engaged in the business of insurance or any other pet'IOn
or entity has violated this article, he or she sJuJII make and _
upan the insurer,
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agellt, broker, or other person Iml(ag~(} 11/ the busilless of insurance or any other
person or entity, II notice of hearilll! he Ilotice shall state the commissioller's
illtellt to assess administrative penalt,~; the time and place of the hearin/? and the
conduct, cundition, vr ground UPOll which the commissioner is holdillg such
hearillg alld proposing the assessmellt:/) penalties. n,e hearing shall be held
<·in JO days after such notice is serve. Withill JO days after the conc/usion uf
,eo ring, the commissioner shall issue an order specifying the amount 0/
penalties to be paid, if any. Penalties shall be paid into the state insurallce fiJlld.
(c) AllY broker, agellt, or other person engaged ill the busilless of illsurallce.
other than all insurer, orany other person or elltity, who violates the provisiolls v/
this article is liabie for admilllstrative penalties of 110 less than olle thousalld
dollars (SUXXJ) 01111 110 more thantwentyjive thousand dollars (S25.W)1 j(Jreach
I'iolatioll.
(d) AllY insurer which violates the provisions 0/ this article is liable /or
udmillistratil'l! penalties or IlO less than ten thousand dollars ($IU.{)()()1 allli 110
mvre than olle hUlldred thousalld dollars ($100.{)()()) for each viulatioll.
(e) The pmvers vested ill the commissioller by this sectioll shall be ill additioll
to allY and all other powers and remedies ve;-ted ill the commiSSlOller by law.
lOl98.10 Actiolls for injunctive relief, COIll/lellsatory dalllal(e;·, /lIUlitipe da/llages, reslltution, penalties, or allY other remedy provided ill law or equity mlly be
brought in superior court by the .4ttoT/ley Celleral, a district aI/orTley, or 1/ citll
at/omey 011 behalf of the people of the State of (ali/omia, or by allY peTl"OIl
ugaillst any perSall violating, or threatelling to violate, this article. The court shall
award reasollable attomey.'/ees for slJccessful prosecutioll 0/ such actiolU".
1U198.11 Any person who intentiollally violates any provisioll of this article is
guilty of a public offense punishabie by imprisoll1l1tmt ill the cuullty jail 1I0t
exceeding one year or by imprisonment in the state prisOT'10198.12 11Ie requirements and remedies provided by this article are ill
,lddition to any other requirements alld remedies provided by law.

SECTION 17. Regulation of Attorneys' Fees
Section 6146.6 of the Business and Professions Code is added, to read as follows:
6U6.6 In addition to any other obligation imposed upon attomeys by law,
attomeys sholl advise prospective clients in writillg that fees are 1I0t set by law,

but are negotiable without restriction between attomey and ciient. Fees shall lIot
be set bylaw. The existillg right of clients to negotiate fees without restriction allli
to receive written ree agreemellts is hereby ratified.
II'hell fees are based on the amount recovered, the cuntract jhllll specifiClJlly
state whether the calculatioll is based Oil recovery before or lIfier deduction uf COj·1;alid expenses.
]1,e provisions of this section du not apply to anYlllatter for which attomeys'
fees are set by statute existing OIl Jalluary 1, 1988.
SECTION 18. Appropriations and Assessments
-\rticle 8 is added to Chapter 2 of Division 3 of the Insurance Code to read as

ys:

}l'6position 101: Analysis
COlltinued from page 90

• 50 percent of the rates in effect on October 31, 1988;
or
• 50 percent of the rates in effect on October 31, 1987,
adjusted for inflation by the Physicians' Services
component of the California Consumer Price Index
(CCPI) .
The resulting reduced rates:
• Cannot be increased during the period November
1988 through November 1989.
• Thereafter, these rates can be increased by no more
than the annual change in the Physicians' Services
component of the CCPI during the period November
1989 through December 1992.
This measure applies to private and commercial motor
vehicles including automobiles, motorcycles, trucks and
buses. It does not apply to "off-road-type" vehicles which
are not registered with the Department of Motor Vehicles.
The measure requires each affected insurance company to file a report with the Department of Insurance by
December 1988, showing compliance with the rate
reductions.

,

Limits on Claims for Noneconomic Damages and
)Attorney Fees
'. 1. Limits on Noneconomic Damages.
In general, the
measure limits claims for noneconomic losses for bodily
injury resulting from the use of a motor vehicle. It limits
noneconomic losses (snch as pain and suffering) to 25
GS8

137m The mOlleys appropriated pursuant to this act sholl be funded entirely
by fees assessed by the commissioner as lollows:
(lIj The commissiuner shall establish a schedule of fees for filings made
pursuant to section 1852.1 that will produce reveTlUes SUfficient to caTTIJ out the
provisiollS of Sectiolls 4, 8, and 9 of this act.
(b) For each year commencing with the 1989-90 fiscal year, the commissimler shall establish a schedule of fees for filings made pursuant to section
lOl98.08 that will produce revenues sufficient to caTTIJ out the provisions of
Sectioll 16 of this act.
I cl "fhe commissioller shall establish a schedule of modest fees for use of the
collsumer illformation program created by Section 11629.606.
Said fees shall be deposited in the Insurance Fund.
IJ70J. (a) For fiscal year 1988--89, there is hereby appropriated from the
!twIT/mce Fllnd, for the purpose of carrying out this ac~ the follOWing amoullts,
which shall be in addition to amounts otherwise appropriated:
(I) To the Department of Insurance, the sum of eight million dollars
($8. aX), 000 00).
(2) To the Department ofJustice, the sum of two millioll dollars ($2,()(XJ,fXXJ.OO).
(h) It is the will of the People that, jor fiscal year 1989-90 alld each year
thereafter, the Legislature appropriate from the Insllrance Fund on amount
mi/idellt to fimd adequately the activities of J·tate govemment specified in this
IIct.
SECTION 19. Amendment
(a) r.xcept as provided in subdivision (b) of this section, this act may be
alllended or repealed only by one of the following two procedures:
(I) This act may be alllellded to further its purposes by statute passed in each
house by roll-call vote entered in the joumal, two-thirds of the membership
ClIIlCllrrlng, alld siglled by the Covemor, if at least twelve days prior to passage ill
each house the bill is in its final fonn.
(2) 1IIis act lIlay be amended or repealed by a statute that becomes effective
when approved by the electors.
(bl NotWithstanding the provisions of subdivision (a) of this section, Sections
15 alld 17 of this act may be amended or repealed by statute approved by the
electors after the effective date of this act or by subsequent statute passed by the
Legislature alld signed by the Covemor as otherwise provided by law.
SECTION 20. Severability
If allY provision of this act, or the application of lilly sllch provision to any
person or circumstances, shall be held invalid, the remainder of this act, to the
extent it call be given effect, or the application of such provision to persolls or
circumstallces other than those as to which it is held invalid, shall not be affected
thereby, and to this end the provisions of this act are severable.
SECTION 21. Liberal Construction
This act shall be liberally construed and applied to promote its underlying
purposes.

percent of economic losses (such as medical costs and loss
of wages, not paid by other sources). These limits do not
apply to situations in which the injuries resulted in death
or in serious and permanent injury or disfigurement.
2. Limits on Attorney Fees. The measure limits attor~
ney contingency fees to 25 percent of the economic losses
recovered by the injured person if a claim is filed with an
insurance company. These limits do not apply to situations in which the injuries resulted in death or in serious
and permanent injury or disfigurement.
Expiration of Provisions
The provisions of this measure expire at the end of
December 1992.
Fiscal Effect
Costs
Department of Insurance. This measure would increase the Department of Insurance's administrative
costs by about $2 million during 1988-89. In years following, these costs could be somewhat lower or higher,
depending on workload. These costs, payable from the
Insurance Fund, may require additional fees and assessments to be levied on the insurance industry.
State and Local Governments. While some local governments purchase insurance, most "self-insure" by relying upon their own resources to pay for losses and claims
resulting from motor vehicle accidents. The state also is
self-insured against such losses and claims. Because this
measure reduces certain types of motor vehicle insurance
135

